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Juvenile Record-s Discovered
In the attic of the Administration Building of the Parental
Homes are thousands of records
of students who once attended
this particular institution.
·
The school was a borne for
dilinquent children who for one
reason or another got into trouble, whether it be truancy or
theft , but because of their age
could only be sent to a correctional facility of this type.
On Wednesday . President
Ronal d William s and Dr.
Wi l li a m Lienemann . Ad -

ministrative Affairs. were told
of the existence of these records.
Liene m a nn in turn called
Security who checked it out and
reported their findings of the
files in the ;ittic.
Print. in the meantime. has
learned that these files contain
the juvenile records of many of
the students who attended .
although Sandi Faloona is sure
that these such records were disposed of.
When the student' s attended

Senate
Elections Held
The fall Student Senate Elec- Samuel Giberste in
833
tion was held on '.fuesday, Oct. Ygal Baruch
826
16 and Wednesday. Oct. 17 in the April J . Smith
815
Village Square. The polls were Malika Willoughby
647.
open both days from 9 a .m . to 7 Kevin Sprow
621
p.m. and all currently enrolled Richard J . Quagliano
600
students were eligible to vote. George Raiman Jr.
538
each being capable of casting a Irene Sipp
516
total Qf 13 votes for one or more Shirley Fisher
484
candidates.
Lopez Carlos
472
13 seats were filled from a Tim Eannarino
445
field of 28 candidates. The top _ Theodore L. Eberly
418
vote getters will take office on Othoniel Negron
418
Nov. 1st. Remaiqing candidates Margaret Padilla
406
will be called as alternates for Ma ureen Linker
403
these posts ( in order of vote Yousef Hassan Daoud
394
totals) should any of the offices Wallace Bryant
333
become vacant during the com- Donald P . Collins
279
ing year .
Charon Bridges
240
A total of 1136 valid ballots ( 13 Carrie Laura Hassen
230
possible votes per ballot) were Holly A . Webb
230
cast a mong our 5 campuses : Thomas E . Golembiewski
214
Main Campus 920, CICS 189, Up- Scott Latza
223
town 12. El · Centro 15. and Clifford Holm
103
Westside 0. The following is a
Officer elections will be held
list of the candidates ordered by in J anuary of 1979 and the revotes received.
maining 12 senatorial seats will
Sandy Davidson
1358 be open for election in February.
Sam Ghanem
1040 Interested persons should conDavid Bachi
910 tact the Student Senate Office.

-

these faci lities it was with the
understa nding that their records
would remain confidential. and
on Thursday the university will
go through them.
. It is this writer' s opinion that
these records should not be
touched by anyone on this university. The proper authorities
_should be called in and only then
should the proper authorities go
in and remove them. and decided what tp do with the re-

NOTICE
Final day to ADVANCE REGISTER
for Winter '79 is Wednesd~y, November 8, 1978 at 4:30 pm. ·Go
DIRECTLY to Admissions-Records
Office (D101). If you have not yet received your packet or schedule of
classes.

UNI Concert Choir

To Perform Nov. 2nd
by Dave Raulli
The Northeastern University
Concert Choir. which rehearses

PASS-FAIL OPTION WEEK
Pass-Fail · Option · for Fall, 1978
Term :
November 6th-November 10th, 1978
(During Normal Posted H_ours). Undergraduates only. See regulations
posted in Office of AdmissionsRecords.

thrice weekly in the A wing, will
be per(orming with the Chamber
Orchestra i n the UNI
Auditorium on November 2nd. at
8 p.m . Admission is free. and the
performers and moderators cordiall y invite you .to attend what
will most certainly be an evening of exciting. delightful music.
The show wi ll lead off with a
pair of Mozart tr ios that will be
performed by six of the most
outstanding vocalists that UNI
has ever -had _the privilege of
, presenti ng on stage in a school
group . foll ow ed b y a
perfo rm ance o f Mo za rt 's
" Divertimento in D" . by the
Chamber Orchestra . Highl ighting the evening · wi ll be a
performa nce including the combined efforts of the Chamber
Orche stra a nd the Concert
Cho i_r . Together t hey will
pe r fo rm _ Viv ald i's cl assic.
" Gloria" .

Dr. J a mes Lucas. Di rector of
Choral activities. will be conducting the choir throughout the
evening. as will Miss Sylvia
Koval be directing the orchestra .
Sh i rl ey Va·n Yze ndoo rn .
Yvonne Vanderlip and Cindy
Mayes will a ll perform soprano
solos as will Bill Kirkwood and
Alex Magno bellow out solos in
the bass registe r. Ca ra Noren.
pr es id e nt of t he CHORA L
BOARD AT UNI. and a n important _asset in making of this
whole evening possible. will
fla wlessly perform all alto leads.
This November 2nd concert is
the only performa nce that these
ensembles have thus scheduled
at UN I. and a ,chance to see a nd
hear . but more importantl y experience. the talents of these
performe rs is one that a smart.
cultu red. a nd spirited student.
facul ty m ember. or just plain
old music lover will not let pass.
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dergraduate students who are
interested should contact me
directly or Sophie K. Black. Associate University Librarian for
Public Services.
As fa r as last year during
Melvin R George To Jack . A Super Spirited Stubasketball
season. the Pep Band
dent; Alias John Baumann :
I don' t know what has hap- participated at over 75 percent
Chicago State University-No pened to school spirit. but where of the home games and· even
private studies.
was your "spirited body" Oc- traveled on short trips in past
DePaul University-No private tober 7th at Concordia Teachers yea r s t o Chica go · Circle :
studies .
College. or October 21 st at Rockford . Illinois; Green Bay.
East er n Il li no is Luther North High School when Wisconsin--just to name a few .
University-Private studies for the Eagles played Saginaw not bad considering that all the
faculty only.
Valley. If you were at those expenses. except travel. inGovernors St11te University-No home games. which to this date volved in pep trips like this
private studies.
have been the only home games.
Il l ino i s I n sti tut e o f you would have heard the UNI come out of our own pockets .
Technology-Private studi es Pep Bank. which is comprised of Thouth the expense is neither
rented to business users at "spirited' ' students such as astronomi cal nor a mere pit$1500.00 per year. None fo r yourself who give up their Satur- tance. t he fact remains that
faculty or graduate students .
day afternoons to attend and en- what the Pep Band does at those
Illinois State University-Private tertain those people who do functions CAN BE CALLE D
studies for faculty only : lockers come and watch the games. LIT TLE ELSE T HAN
for graduate students.
Though the quantity of students "SPIRIT ."
Loyola University-Studies for in the Pep Bank differs every
.. Spi ritually."
faculty and graduate students week. the amount of ··spirit" is
Frank P . Clark
only.
·
P res . UN I Concert Band
clearly shown.
Northern Illinoi s
University-Private studies fo r
faculty only ; graduate students
share desks with locks: rooms
cannot be locked.
Northwestern
Universlty-Private studies are
available in priority order :
· faculty engaged in research ; Ph.
D. candidates ; graduates working on Ph. D.; graduate stu~
dents; off-campus graduates.
Roosevelt University-No private
studies.
Sangamon State University-No
private studies.
sessions becal.lS:e we are working
ity . . Carbondale-Studies for Dear Editor
I would like to bring to your full time and trying to get an
faculty and Ph. D. candidates.
Southern Illinois University, attention the fact that schedules education on a part time basis.
I am sure that many students
Edwardsville-Faculty has one to take the English proficiency
room in which carrels are test. and also to take the test on like me would be. very grateful
shared ; Ph. D. candidates may The Constitution. are to be given to have the chance to take those
during a session in the day.
tests in a session sc:;hedule for
also share if available.
I suppose that the person or _ evening hours.
University of Chicago-Private
studies for facult y ; lockers for persons in charge to schedule
these tests. forget that many of
-..,.-~-~
Yours very truly
graduate students.
University of Illinois, us are evening students. and
Mario R. Gordillo
Champaign-Studies for faculty; therefore unable to attend these
graduate students share carrels
in stacks.
University of Illinois, Chicago
Circle-Studies for faculty and
graduate students.
University of Illinois, Medical
ECenter-No private studies.
Western Illinois
P ~ , the officially recopu.ed student newspaper aerving NorthUniversity-Private studies for
eastern -' Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago, Ill.
faculty and gradual students.
80625, ia publiabed each Friday during the regular •~demi~ year.

School Spirit

Private Study Rooms
Dear Editor
I am responding to your memo
of August 16. 1978 regarding the
use of the private study rooms in
the libra ry. It rema ins our intention to assign them in order of
priority to faculty. graduate students and undergraduates . Our
rationale is as follows :
T he Un ive r sity has a
responsibility to foster research
on the part of its faculty and to
encourage serious research on
the pa rt of its graduate students.
The private studies were designed to provide a place in
which that can be accomplished.
Many universities have extensive budgets to support both
kinds of research. Northeastern
does not. However. this new
library gives the University the
opportunity to offer one thing
which is almost as valuable as
money to those engaged in extensive research projects--space
where research materials can be
kept together for long periods of
time . I don't believe undergraduates often have that need.
As I have , surveyed the use
which undergraduates have
made of the studies .. I see them
used as a quiet space to read. or
fairly often, as a meeting place
for two or more users. The open
carrels. of which we provide
more than four hundred. provide
nearly as much private reading
space. and the lounges and
group studies . provide space for
conversation.
In making this policy decision
regarding the private studies.
Northeastern's library is not unusual. We have surveyed the
University libraries in Illinois
(see the attached surveyL and
we find that of the eighteen universities surveyed. none of
them provide private studies for
undergraduate students. In other

universities. the same mixture
of open carrels and tables is
usua lly provided for undergraduate study in the library.
I must also point to some of
the misuse of the studies while
they were open for general use .
A very large percentage of them
must be repainted because of
graffitti and dirt from feet
rested against the walls. In
some. the desk top surface may
have to be replaced because people used them as seats rather
than the chairs provided. The
upholstery of some chairs also
will have to be deaned. because
of graffitti. Although users have
been quite careful about the remainder of the · building during
its first year of operation. the
private studies have received
very hard use .
The studies are now locked
and will not be available for any
use for the next two to three
months . We have experienced
difficulty in having the appropriate locks installed. Unfortunately . the present state of
the locks has caused a great
deal of diffi~ulty. They operate
erraticall y. and users have
found their materials locked in
the study . and themselves
locked out. Consequently. we
have closed the studies to all use
until the locks are properly installed when they will be assigned .
The library will make a
general announcement when the
private studies are · finally
available for use. They will be
assigned only to those who can
establish that they are engaged
in a substantial and continuing
research project. The studies
will be assigned for a trimester
at a time with the possibility of
one renewal . Graduate and un-

Night People
Are

Students Too

Material publiabed herein ia not to be confuaed with views expressed

The Five Mile House

both have a bit of time to go, were exceptionally good in a
breathe.
talented cast that was superbly
Timing is a vital element to a rehearsed .
play. The dialogue and moveThe play's action takes place
ment must be joined in a fine in an archetypical downstate Ilbalance and delivered on cue. linois town . A local boy who has
The playwright must first give made good as a Demolition
this quality to the play and ·the Derby driver returns after a five
director must then utilize it. year absence. His friends and
"The Five Mile House," with the family give a welcome home
exception of a few punchless party in his honor. All try to
phrases and overlong dramatic " pick up just where they left
Editor-in-Chief .. .. . . . .. . ... ..· ..... . . . . .. Tom Grossmayer
pauses: works well on both off' or never were. Johnny. the
counts . The blend of realistic driver, finds <as we all ultimateAssociate Editor . ..... . .. ........ . .. ...... William Rzepka
dialogue. stage business, and the ly must) that you don't look
· Co-Sports Editors ... . .. .. .... John Stepal. Dick Quagliano
atmosphere of the spartan sets back.
Photo Editor . .. . .. .'. .. . . . . . , . ... : .George L. Raiman. Jr.
combine to give the play a total
Business Manager . . . . ... .... . . . ..... . .. . . Diana Saimders
tone that is reminiscent of the
In all . this was a production
Graphic Editor . . . .... . . . : . _. . .. . . .. . . . . ..... Mark Schultz
drawing room situations Coward that could have been going on
Faculty Advisor . ~ .. ..... ... .. .. . . _.. . . . . . . ... Tom Hoberg
and Shaw used to create.
anywhere at any "level" of
The c:;ast of eight seemed well theater. Once in a whil~ you find
· Staff: Hector Carabez. Kathy Collins. Mike Cozzi. Jay
chosen. Richard Hessler as Sid, a play like this. sometimes in
Geller, Robert Kosinski, Steve Romanoski, Cassandra
an unemployed ex-policeman the profe's sional theater.
Smith, A.B. Richards, Ellen Tursky. Walter Weiss. Cheryl
who is at home with a beer and sometimes in community
Zub, Dave Bahke, Dan Pearson. Siddy Ziegler. Sue Nicol.
his feet in the air; David Jen- groups. and sometimes at the
Dave Raulli, Duane Cerny.
drycki. as W.J. , a teenage boy high school of university setPhotographers: Sam Giberstien. Dick Quagliano. George
growing up in a world where tings. This was one of those
L. Raiman; Jr. , Steve Saunders, Rochelle Gordon. Claire
even his idols fail him ; and Kate times. There are a few loose
Costello, Dan Doehlar.
Gianaris as Maida, a spinster spots but a bit of tightening_
Graphics: George L. Raiman. Jr .. Mark Schultz
caught between her inability to should be able to cork that botmake a de_cision and nowhere to · . tleneck .
,::t'1J tr.; r_ .·1' ,~r-!t:.·, ,·c.n
""'t~J:. ,._,.1..• -1
~- ··l'•.c;.
'J '.l'l;'·'· l ·10
c,'~ d, .. ,.. ~ .•-_,~-~,,_·
-.,-,....
, • '
. .....
r·i••;:· . ~ { .•
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''"
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itU• ,t~ J . . ... t: .~
,:..,.
:-: ,.:. ~~-~,;;13;,ra~
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by Dave Bachi
Plays, especially in our instant
media world of television and
film. require a level of participation ,that many of us· are not
used · to giving. Or to put it
another way . it is like
switching from white to red
wine. Each has likeable properties but the change of taste is
one that must be gradually acquired . I was · reminded of this
recently when I say "The Five
Mile House" and realired that it
has been a while since I have
seen a live play, and longer still
since I've commented on one. I
left the theater knowing that I'd
liked the play but was unable to
immediately say why.
" The Five Mile House" is unpalatable at first. The small.
tight set (devoid of much trimming) and the evenly paced.
passive dialogue at the play's
onset maintain a reality gap
between stage and audience.
Yet. much as wine passes
from blah · to biting, the play
wends its way around the conscious g_uard of .the audience as I
· , ,2-- : ; .J.··.•.·.:-..,,•
. ;~ ".:.
,.. _

by the university administration.
The editors have sole authority governing all material submitted
and reserve..the right to edit copy. Editing implies that ediior. need
not aceep~ all submitted material. Good journalistic standards will
be maintained.
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 12:00 noon, for the
following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed. Late copy or material
~hat does not conform to tbe standards set forth under Print
publication policy will be handled accordingly by the editors. The
editors will publish, at their discretion, any letters to the editor, an-·
nouncements, articles, photos, advertising or other submitted material.
Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor. Unsigned
~tters will not be published, but names will be withheld and remain
confidential upon request. Obscenties are discouraged_
'.l'he office of the Print is open daily ·and is located in room E-049,
north of the cafeteria. Our telephone number is S83-4o50, extensions
508 and 509, and 510. Aft.er 9:00 p.m. or after the switchboard is
closed, call direct 5834065.
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l . lnternational
Day
A Gourmet Flop
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l

commentary

by George L. Raiman Jr.
The Foreign Language
Department and the student
foreign language clubs presented their · Third Annual International Day Fair last Thursday. October 19 in
Northeastem's Alumni Hall. The
Fair is a yearly event in which
the foreign language clubs set
up decorated booths in Alumni
Hall and try to give the UNI
community a small sampling of
the many ethnic groups which
make up the Northeastern
micro-cosm. through the display
of national artifacts and folk
dancing.
As the people began filing in.

they encountered the festive atmosphere which had been
awaited since the close of the
last fair a year ago and the
stage was set for a day of ethnic
indulgense.
Or was it? Despite the many
sights and sounds to which
participants in the fair were accustomed. something was missing. The mixture of aromas of
ethnic foods which had hovered
over the hall in previous years
was gone. except for the scent of
a meager assortme nt of
.. Americanized" ethnic dishes
presented by the Commuter
Center food services.
The disappointing revelation

came about when Commuter
Center Director Cliff Harralson
and Foreign Language Department Chairman Battista Galassi
met some time prior to the
event and agreed that the Commuter Center would be providing all of this years food.
In talking to almost all of the
club presidents during the Fair,
they all conveyed that they had
wanted to serve their own food
but were told that they were not
allowed.
Not only were the members of
the fair displeased. but the
patrons as well. Numerous peoc
pie. who attended the festivities.
expressed disappointment in the

food situation. Most said they · Harralson to discuss all regrets
thought the prices were too high clubs may have for next
and the taste of the food was too year's fair. It was also agreed
that organizations could furnish
bland.
To discover the reason for this their own food if certain
year's change in Fair policy. I qualifications were met. A meet- ' ·'
met with Harralson. Galassi and ing would take place as soon as
Student Senate President Robert possible to discuss this year's
Kosinski . Both Harralson and situation and next year's ambiGallassi conveyed that many tions. Another meeting will also
problems had developed during sbe set for next year prior to the
last year' s Fair. It appeared fair.
that a lack of communication
If all parties work together inand understanding on rules.
policies and equipment had ex- stead of individually than a total
isted. It was finally resolved resolution to this problem can
that a meeting would take place occur and provide next year's
between all of the Foreign fair with genuine ethnic food for
Language Club presidents and all to enjoy.

MOTHERS
STUDENTS .
WE NEED YOU
Your spare time la worth
top j5ay to you-,

Typists

s.c... ...
Key Punch
Figure Clerks
FIie Cierks
Switchboard Operators
Receptionists

BoolckNpera

TEMPORARY GIRL
A division of
Temporwy Service

5801 N. Cicero,
Chicago 5,45.4493
,....GolfRoed,
Skokie en-1111
3150 Dea Plaine, Ave ..
DN PlalnN 298-otlO
n w. w..h1"'ton,
Chicago 372-3318

BONUS GIFTS

Talent
Show
by Siddy Ziegler

Tired of the same old singers,
dancers and entertainers? Then
come on down to CCAB's 5th annual talent show wher:e a new
crop is just waiting to bloom.
"This year's show is going to
be great" said special events

chairman Frank Battaglia, and dancers will be judged on
"We've lined up some really performance, audience appeal
original acts. All the way from arid of course,talent, by 5 faculty
and 5 student judges. Playing
cheerleading to pantomime."
Nov. 9th at 7:00 p.m. in UNl's behind the vocalists will be the
auditorium new singers, bands band "Gentleman of Leisure."

The show will have an additional attraction as " Edmunds
and Curly" a Chicago based
comedy team )Viii · Emcee and
perform a warm-up act.
Mmn' t forget what lies at the

end of the rainbow for toose hoping for recognition. First pri:r.e
comists of $100.00, 2nd pri:r.e is
$50.00 and 3rd pri:r.e is $25.00. All
three lucky winners wiff at:so receive a trophy.
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announcements

l

University Survival Skills. a series of four brown-bag seminars will

There Will be a Reception in Honor of Mrs. Tillie Hilfman . on Thurs-

be held each Tuesday in November. beginning November 7th. They
will start at 12 noon. Room ~
- Classroom Building. Topics of the
four meetings will include :

day, Nov. 9th, 1978 from 2-4 pm in Room CC216. Students. faculty
and staff who know Mrs. Tillie Hilfman are cordially invited.
R.S.V.P . Ext . 8181 by Nov. 1. 1978.
.

" Getting to know the University ( what dd I need to know to survive here?) "
" Family Communications (how to go to schoo\ while living at
home)"
" Friends--OOld and New (keeping and developing relationships
while in school )"
•• what about my job? (how to balance work and school) "
You need not attend all meetings-only the ones of interest to you.
For further information. please contact John Hoeppel. University ·
Counseling Center ( ext. 361) . or Fred Hill. UNI Campus ministry
(ext. 775).
Students interested in skiing this season will meet in room A-112.

Thursday. October 26. 1978.
"s. a.m . is the Business Club on campus. We meet every Thurs. at
1:00 pm in the' Scie~ce building in room S-131. except when s.a.m.
. sponsored events conflict. Come to our meetings and see how you
can help yourself by helping us.
" s .a .m ." is the Society for the Advancement of Management' '

Alpha Chi Epsilon, I AXE) the oldest established local Fraternity at
Northeastern, is once again into its Fall campaign drive and seeking

new members. Meeting time ·in 1pm. Tuesdays in room 2-031
(Classroom Building) . and is open to all UNI male students. For
further information call Marshall Bronaugh at 873-3866 any night
after 7: 30 pm.

Pll
I

On Friday Nov. 3 the Newman Community is sponsoring a "tootsie
roll" drive to help mentally retarded children . A table will be in
Village Square. Please stop by and give a donation.

Nigeria amt currently serving here as an AACTE Administrative Intern in the Provost's Office. will speak on "The Challenges of Higher
Education in Nigeria--A Personal View." The UNI Kellogg Fellows
Association is hosting this presentation on Tuesday. October 24.
1:00-2 :00 pm. in CC-216. Refreshments will be served.

JENNIFER MUELLER. RON SIVILS. LAURA RAE. KEVIN
GEIGER, JAMES STOWE. PERRY DIFIGLIO and PATIi S.
SHORE .
'

The selections will be from Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck.
Victor by W.H. Auden, The Importance of Being Earnest by Oscar
Wilde, The Walrus and the Carpenter by Lewis Carroll. A Clockwork
Orange by Anthony Burgess. and others.
There will be refreshments served following the readings. Please
stop by and join in an hour of fun next Tuesday, October 31. 1-1:50 . ,: ,,
in the Stage Center Theatre.

Does Speech Pathology interest you? Speech and hearing disorders
touch all our lives in one way or another. Maybe someone you know
has hearing loss. a pupil in your class stutters, or maybe you would
just like to learn more about communication disorders.-Please join
us each Thursday at 1:00 in S224. No experience is necessary ana no
prerequisites required . Bring a friend and develop a new awareness
about people, communication disorders, and most important, you!
This meeting is sponsored by the National Student Speech and
Hearing Association . Hope to see you there!
All prospective student teachers for the fall, 1979 trimester are requested ·to attend orientation meetings. Applications will be distributed and questions about student teaching will be addressed . ,
Elementary :
Tuesday. November 7, 1978
Classroom Building-Room 1001
Time : 1: 00 pm
Secondary :
, •... . _
Thursday. November 9. 1978
Classroom Buildi'ng-Room 1001
Time : 1:00 pm

Dr. Sylvester Bode Adeyemi, who is with the Ibadan University in

The Interpreters Theatre will present a ' "Festival Reading Hour" on
Tuesday. October 31, 1978 during the Activity Hour (1-1 :50 pm> in
the Stage Center Theatre. The Reading Hour will consist of selections performed this season at Regional Interpretation Festivals by
the following students :

Box Office Opens for Lovers and Other Strangers By : Renee
Taylor and Joseph Bologna Box Office Opens - Oct. 30 ( in the Stage
Center> ADMISSION : General $2.50 Students, Senior Citizens. UNI
Faculty, UNI Alumni $1.25 UNI Students FREE with I.D. SHOW
TIMES : Nov.: 10. 11. 15. 16. 17. 18. 7:30 pm. ( Nov. 11 Sold Out>

There will be a Music Department Student Recital on Tuesday. October 31st at 1:00 pm in the Recital Hall (A-131) . Works by Schubert,
Beethoven. Mozart and Liszt will be performed.

STUDENTS ARE
WELCOME
AT
THE HOB-NOB
5544 N. Kedzie
463-9622
PITCHER OF OLD-STYLE
$1.50
Weekdays 1-4:30 p.m.

The Student Senate announces vacancies on the following committees:
· --Search and Screen for Director of University Relations ( 1 student >
--Search and Screen for Director of University Comseling Center ( 3
students )
-Advisory Committee on Program Development ( 1 student>
-Intercollegiate Athletic Board (3 students)
' Any STUDENT INTERESTED IN SERVING ON ANY OF THESE
COMMITTEES SHOULD CONTACT Robert Kooinski in the' Sfodent
Government office E-210.
The next meeting of the Student Senate. will ·be on Monday. October 30 at 7:00 pm in room CC-216.

''From An Impossible
To a Plausible Win"
by A. B. Richards

Since I've been writing for the
PRINT. I've never had the 01r
portunity to cover and report a
political story. which is probably
due to the fact that there hasn't
been one to report since I
started. I personally haven't
been interested in politics since
I dropped my Political Science
major and I assure you that the
study of politics can be corrupt
within itself.
Whatever the case may be. we
have · an election coming up on
November 7, ( I thought I'd give
the date for those of you who
might have conveniently forgotten> and I thought it would be a
good idea to have at least one
story in this paper about it. even
though it appears moot people
are uninterested in its outcome.
If yqu' ve decided to stop reading this article at this point.
don't worry. This isn't one of
those stories ( or pleas) about all
those concerned C!ti:zens who
don' t get their cans in gear and
go out and vote. ( actually these
people are far from being
helped) ; rather. this story concentrate$ on one person's cam-

paign to get elected to the easy to env1s1on the man the
United States Senate and do G.O.P . has to fight right up to
something for us taxpayers.
election day. Seith holds a B.A.
Alex Seith started his cam- degree in philosophy from Yale
paign under a lot of belief from University along with a law
political observers that he didn't degree from Harvard Law
have a chance of even coming School. He spent two years in
close to winning . Their between his degrees to study at ·
SE,rij- UNDER CL OSf. [ XAm 1,yAnor0
pessimism was based under the the University of Munich in
11\l OP/t0IO/IJ IS • .• • • .
belief that getting elected to the Germany and speaks four
bill is passed. the state of Illinois
person has saved especially .
Senate was a hard enough task languages fluently . French.
will keep 10 percent of your taxwhen it keeps losing its buying
for anyone to accomplish even German. Spanish and Russian . .
es it sends to Washington and
power year after year.
under favorable conditions. not
In putting aside the qualificaspend it here in Illinois on imAs you may agree. Seith does
to mention the fact that Seith tions and coming down to the
portant things such as educa- appear to be very appealing
was running against a two-term bare issues. Seith seems very
tion.
even though some of his ideas
incumbent who already appealing. After conferring to
might be left to the waste paper
possessed an edge in having one of his news release people.
3. End Federal Deficit Spend- basket by some bureaucrats if
political backing and full ex- • three major issues se.em to be
ing for Three Years: If this bill he is elected. At the very least.
posure to the people.
the central thrus~ of his camis passed. federal deficit spend- here we have someone who is
Looking back. their predic- paign. All three deal with the
tions of Percy winning by a economic issues facing our naing would be cut by one third the willing to get his feet wet by infirst year. and two thirds the troducing these important issues
landslide was justifiable to say tion today. In general. if elected
second year and completely the in the next session of Congress. I
the least. but in the last couple Seith promises to introduce
personally believe the man dethird year.
of months. the so called "easy legislation as follows :
victory'' has turned into
Along with these three items. serves a chan~e to prove what
1. Take-home pay protection:
Seith p·roposes to introduce a bill he is capable of doing. and even
som_ething of a nightma,r e for This· bill. if passed. would hold
which would put a ceiling on
if he doesn't do everything he
the Republican Machine who down the amount of federal taxnow realize that experience and es taken out of your paycheck
how much tax can be paid on in- promises. I think that what he
twelve years in the Senate might each week . Depending upon the
terest in individual Savings Ac- does do will have significant
not prove to be the only criterion income bracket you're in. there
counts. With the rate of inflation positive consequences. I think
for getting re-elected.
would be a ·substantial ( ? > regoing up every year. he pro- the time has come for a change.
In looking over Alex Seith's duction in your federal taxes.
poses that it is unfair to have to and if you think so too. go out ·
qualifications for the job. it's
be further penalized on money a - and vote come November 7.
2. Revenue Keeping : If this
!:II
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Jose Lopez vs. The United States
by Siddy Ziegler .
Lopez said that the United
In pursuit of freedom for his States has ruined Puerto Rico.
native Puerto Rico. Jose Lopez. American corporations have
History teacher at UNI lost his taken over 80 percent of the
own freedom when jailed in Aug. business and 60 percent of the
best land is controlled by the
'77.
Lopez was subpoenaed twice U.S. government and armed
in 8 months and forced to stand forces . Jobs are few and pay is
trial before a grand jury. The incredibly low as there is no
first time they demanded minimum wage .
Puerto Rican culture is fast
names. dates and places of sup-posed secret meetings he hc1d at- fading as Lopez said everything
tended concerning the Indepen- has become Americanized .
dence of Puerto Rico. The English T.V. programs are aired
second time they wanted mug on television and the "San Juan
shots and fingerprints. In Star" and American newspaper
between time . Lopez found a tap is c irculated daily . 100.000
Americans· live in ' Puerto Rico
on his phone.
" I refused to cooperate now and Puerto Ricans are
because it was a witch hunt'· urged by the government to
said Lopez. "There was no triaL come to the U.S. so there can be
no judge- only 23 people trying a total mixture of the -people.
to find evidence against me. I
Lopez said that 50.000 poor and
have worked for the government hungry Puerto Ricans come
so they already have my here a year because they can no
fingerprints on file . But they're longer survive in Puerto Rico.
always eventually going to find He believes that if Puerto Rico
something. For me. it weas con- were independent of the United
tempt of court."
States this Problem would not
' l,opez was put in the federal exist.
jail, along with three other
Puerto Rican men. for the same
" If Puerto Rico were free it
charges. He remained there for would be able to decide on its
five months and then was moved own fate and control its own
to the jail in Rockford for' the economy. Trade cannot - be ar- .
last three weeks. where condi- ranged with any other country
tions were very uncomfortable. and Puerto Rico cannot even use
Lopez says he was only given its own resources without going
one hot meal a day which usual- .through the American governly consisted of pork and beans. ment first" he said.
His roommate was none other . An example of this is
than Nelson, the Rockford father petroleum . Because of its high
who murdered his six children necessity in the U.S. the price of
last winter. Lopez was finally re- gas is as high s 90 cents a gallon
leased in Feb. of ' 78.
in Puerto Rico.

Lopez also said that statehood
is out of the question because
Puerto Rico would come in as
the poorest state in the union
and never have total representation.
"Statehood means total
destruction of the Puerto Ri~an
people" he said. •
. Lopez came here during the
50's at age 9. along with his
parents and six brothers and sisters . He still lives in the Humboldt Park area. now with his
wife and two little girls. He feels
he can relate better to his people
living among them .
Lopez' family was very poor
but they had strong family ties .
which he believes is a large
reason for his success. After
high -school he received the Danforth Doctoral Fellowship (only
75 other people in the U.S. receive this yearly) which put him
through the University of
Chicago. He now teaches various
Latin American history courses
at UNI and is only a thesis away
from a Ph~D.
Lopez says that if Puerto Rico
were freed it would have to have
a socialist government because
it is too poor to have anything
else.
Outside attacks on an Independent Puerto Rico do not bother
Lopez either. He said that no one .
would attack Puerto Rico so the
lack of U.S. protection doesn't
bother him . Lopez said he will
definitely return to Puerto Rico
if it is freed, but feels his presence in the United States is
very important now. He said he'

CCAB Wants -You
by Larry Brittan If you want work experience
, among a group of dedicated individuals and seek to promote
student interest in campus activities, then CCAB wants you!
We can offer you a chance to :

rnittee members follow through
on their assignments . The leader
is to develop and administer surveys to discov/r what events the
university community will be
turned on to during a particular
trimester. The committee leader
is in charge or coordinating the
- improve your communication publicizing of an event. Also the
skills
chairperson is responsible for
- meet new people
administering a budget for his
-learn how to ·organize a com- or her committee. Finally, the
mittee
chairperson is to develop a good
--0evelop entertainment series
rapport with other Board mem--learn leadership skills
bers and the advisor. Following
- attend conventions
are the chairs that are open :
- go to parties
( 1l CLASSICAL ART involves bringing noted artists to
The Commuter Center Ac- UNI so that they may display
tivities Board currently has posi- 'their work . One is encouraged to
~tions open for responsible and hire amateurs and professionals
caring people for the following who endeavor to perform
Board positions :
various types of art .
( 1 l CHAIRPERSON OF
(2) CLASSICAL THEATER
THE BOARD acts as a represen- is for the individual interested in
tative of CCAB to all other cam- contracting with touring theater
pus organizations. One is to be companies to have
responsible for maintaining re- performances of traditional and
cords of the board' s past. pre- contemporary forms of comedy'
sent -and future functions, and to and drama.
work closely with the advisor.
!3) COFFEEHAUS is for the
(2) VICE CHAIRPERSON highly MOTIVATED ENOF THE BOARD acts as the TREPRENEUR INTERESTED
leader of the Board in the IN BARGAINING WITH
absence of the Chairperson. One ENTERTAINERS (anywhere .
is to make arrangements for from folk and soft rock singers
CCAB to attend national and re- to comics and improvisational
gional conventions and . to be actors .) · Also involved is Cofresponsible for the travel and fehaus set-up , coordinating
contractual budgets of CCAB.
tryouts and public speaking of
There are also several com- announcements.
mittee chair openings available
(4) PUBLICITY involves
to you. A chair~rson is asked to one in publicizing CCAB events
be assertive in developing ,
in support of ,efforts made by in_;
mmittee and makes sure com- dividua l. Board committees.

"

( Each committee is to send a
representative to this committee
in order to facilitate this end.)
The publicity chairperson and
committee is also very much
·responsible for advertising any
activity that the whole CCAB
sponsors, such as a recruitment
drive for riew member. Finally,
on'e must coordinate the efforts
of the artist, box office assistant
and communication members.
! 5 l RECEPTIONIST is a
paying position for someone who
types well and will answer
phones and take messages. One
will be asked to become wellinformed about the organization
and encouraged to participate in
activities so you can better inform visitors to the office.

is helping to show the reality of
Puerto Rico by being here.
Lopez is also the Chairperson of
the board at _the Puerto Rican
Cultural center at 1671 Claremont where they hold various
art and educational programs.

COLLEGE

Just last August, Lopez spoke
to a committee at the United
Nations in New York. on the
freedom of ·Puerto Rico. He is
not going tQ give up his dream.
"If I hav...e to go to jail again, I
will ."
.

GRADUATES

, DON'T TAKE CHANCES WITH
YOUR PARALEGAL CAREER NOT ALL LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAMS
ARE THE SAME
A Roosevelt University Lawyer's Assistant represents the mark of quality and acceptance in
today's legal community.
If you are a college graduate and qualify, why not give
yourself an advantage by attending Roosevelt University's Lawyer's Assistant Program which is fully accredited by the American Bar Association.
Since the Fall of 1974, 1,250 graduates representing
over 230 colleges and universities have chosen Roosevelt's Lawyer's Assistant Program for their career training.
Specialize in: Corporations - Estates, Trusts and Wills
- Litigation - Real Estate and Mortgages - Employee
Benefit Plans* - or become a Generalist*.
Over 325 law firms, banks, corporations and governmental agencies throughout the United States have
hired Roosevelt graduates.
* evening program only.
SESSIONS
□

Spring Day/February 12-May 4, 1979

□ Spring Evening/March 13--August 25, 1979
□

Summer Day/June 11-August 31, 1979
Fall Day/September 24-December 17, 1979
□ Fall Evening/September 11, 19:rg..:_March 1, 1980
□

Recruiter in Placement Office '-Nov.

13, 19 7 8

- - - - - - - - - SEND TODAY - - - - - - - - - , Lawyer's Assistant Program
;, ,.
(312) 341-3882
ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY
430 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60605
16
Please send me information on Roosevelt's Paralegal Program.
□ Spring Day Program
□ Spring Evening Program
O Summer Day Program
□ Fall Day Program
□ Fall Evening Program
Nam,,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A d d r e s ~ - - - - - - - - - - - P h o n _ _ __

City-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ state
Zip,_ _ __
Roosevelt Universit)'. admits students on the basis of Individual merit and .without regard to ' race, color, creed, sex, or
L- physical handicap. _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ · _ _ _ .,. _ _

J

·------- -------- ------------Yes! There is a Special Interest Music Committee!

The purpose of this committee is to familiarize students with the
Afro-American, Hispanic, and Classical Music. The Special Interest Music Committee is expected to interact with students: entertainers, and all parties interested. Programing for events
must be in at the minimum of 8 weeks in advance. for example :
for the month of January should be in by October.
If any person or persons are interested in programing a live
band that is associated with the music mentioned above please
fil! out this application and contact John Fitzpatrick, Chairman of
Special Interest Music Committee. or any member ofCCAB. Our
office is located above the Book Nook " Student Activities." Room
E-205, or you can call us at Ext. 505 or 506.
APPLICATION :
Name of Proposer

Phone

Address
ROVING ARTIST concerns one with booking talent for
Phone
the Village Square or other flexi- -. Proposed Act
ble settings with unusual talent
Address
to entertain the UNI community
on an all day basis.
Where have they appeared
When
!7) UNICORN FILMS involves surveying students to
Phone
Agent' s Name
discern what movies the crowd
likes and then contract for the
Address
most popular films . One is encouraged to be creative in using
Proposed Appearance date at UNI
publicity stunts to arouse interest in the movies as well as
Name of PROPOSED COMMITTEE. CLUB. OR ORGANIZATION.
doing the more mundane tasks
ORGANIZATION
as ordering and returning the
films .
Address
Phone
Join a winning organii;ation
\
that is up to its neck in paper
P .S. We are also looking for New Members for our committee.
work but has plenty of useful
Contact us at E-205 or Ext. 505, 50o.
and exciting things for you to do.
Call CCAB at .ext 505 & 506 or
come to E 2o.5. •
( 6)

~---------------------------~
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Halloween; Midterm, and Pass/Fail
every move.
tried his best. Well, one year
by Donald Czowiecki
When time was up, the instrucClark
had
to
take
a
class
that
In the past, when the students
tor collected the exams and
of UNI were younger, the com- wasn't down his alley. So when
signalled for silence. The in- ing of Halloween stirred up it was time to take his midterm
structor
then announced that the
exam
in
that
class
he
really
many fears from the back of
exams would be graded by late
their minds. butr now, as adults, studied hard.
these same students are no
The date of his midterm was afternoon, and that any student
longer afraid. Or are they?
October 31. Clark left his house could stop by to see the results.
Well. Clark nervously waited
early that day in order to be on
The fear that they now en- time for the exam . .As he was until late afternoon. He went
counter is one that stems from walking along, the sky above down the hallway leading to the
midterms. Most students. at one became very cloudy and the instructor's office. No one else
time or another. have taken a temperature dropped. The de- was in sight. As he approached
class that really dresn't agree serted streets gave the surroun- .the office door. he felt very unwith them. Therefore. when it's dings an eerie look. Suddenly. sure of the situation. Finally.
time for midterms. they become from out of nowhere. a black cat Clark .got up enough courage to
a little leery. And on top of that. darted in front of him. As soon knock . A sinister voice came
the midterms are given at about as he settled down. Clark en- from beyond the door.
. the same time that Halloween tered the classroom.
" Who is it? "
rolls in. Most people would
" It's me . Clark."
claim that this is only a coinThe instructor stoood there in
Hoping to ease the tension.
cidence. Well. the tale you a re front of the class. Smiling Clark thought he would say
about to hear may just prove m ena c ing ly . the inst ructor something in the spirit of the
them wrong.
passed out the exam and the day.
This story is about · a student class began to work. Through
"Pass or fail."
The door of the office opened
that we will call Clark. Clark is the exam. Clark felt as though a
an average fellow who always ghostly being was watching his slowly and there stood the in-

HEAR AGAIN
I

I

is Chicago's used and demo stereo specialists featuring
the best buys in guaranteed used, demo and closeout
stereo components.
This weeks specials:
KLH 300 Speakers New
Sansui210
Crown IC 150
Philips/Ct;1llero auto turntable
Sherwood 7110
Dual 1215 - Complete
ADS 700
Sherwood 8900A
J.V.C. Reel to Reel
B.I.C. 980

$85.00 pair
$80.00
$175.00
$54.95
$125.00
$59.00
$99.0.0 each
$199.00
$99.00
$85.00

1

HEAR AGAIN 7002 N. California
Chicago 338-n37

time to go to class and take his
midterm.
Clark looked at the calendar
as he left the house and saw
that it was October 31. As he
was walking along, the sky
above became very cloudy.

Students
on
Probation
All a student has to do is to go
Students are urged to take adUniversity CotmSeling
vantage of the invitation ex- to the
tended by the University Center, B-115 and the recepCounseling Center to seek as- tionist will help you to find a
sistance with returning your re- convenient time for a concords to good standing by the ference. So stop in B-115 and
end of this trimester and avoid- sign up for assistance from a .
ing the experience of being counselor with study habits. preparing fo r examinations. or
dropped for poor scholarship.
· According to Miss McCreery. whatever may be interfering
Coordinator of Academic Ad- with your success with your
visement, letters have been studies. If you are on' probation
mailed to all students who have (your cumulative grade point is
cumulative grade point averages below a 3.0l and have not rebelow the required 3.0 as re- ceived a letter, the University
ported by the Records Office to Counseling Center is interested
the Uni ve rsit y Counse li n g in hearing from you to deCenter. These letters inform termine ,why you have been mis- .
each student of the services sed !
· " Weare all looking forward to
available to them and assign
each student to a specific seeing you within the next week
counselor. Since this trimester is or so. Miss Mc Creery conalmost half over, students are cluded. " We may be able to help
urged to come in as soon as you with your registration plans
possible so that 'they can profit for the winter trimester. as well
from the help that is available to as . your academic difficulties
this trimester.:•
the.

·C-ommuter Center
Holds
Antique Show
t

I

Complete systems from $75.00 to $750.00
60 day trade back privilege.

structor laughing a horrifying
laugh. Clark entered and the
door closed. _
Suddenly. Clark woke from his
sound sleep in terror. Realizing
that it was only a dream Clark
got up and realized that it was

• The 4th Annual Commuter
Center Antique Show will be
held on Saturday, Oct. 28 from
11 AM to ;10 PM and Sunday.
Oct. 29 from 11 AM to 5 P~. An
estimated 60 dealers. professionals from 4 states. will set
up their wares and invite you to
browse and buy. Real antiques.
" collectibles." and assorted miscellany will be featured .
Proceeds will benefit the UNI
Day Care Center.
Last year. 41 dealers exhibited
and over 1700 people attended. A
profit of $731 was made and was
used to purchase carpeting for
the Day Care Center. It is hoped
that this year's increased exhibit
will draw more people and help
to raise additional funds. Needs

at the Center are: a fence to
enclose the play area ; new fixtures to improve lighting in the
classrooms ; and a washer and
dryer to launder the sheets t15ed
for naptime.
Tickets will be on sale in the
Village Square from 11 AM to 2
PM during the week prior to the
exhibit. They will cost only
$1..00. half of the at door fee of
$2.00. Members of the staff and
parents will also sell these reduced price tickets at the Day
Care Center throughout the
week .
The place is Alumni Hall-the
lounge area outside of it-the 2nd
floor lounge and meeting rooms :
the dates. again. are Oct. 28 and
29. Please come. It's a fun event
and the funds go to good use.
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YOU AR E CORDIA LLY INVITED TO AN

4NTIIUB SIDI Ind SILi
to be held at

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
COMMUTER CENTER BLDG.
5500 N. St. Louis Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
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ON DISPLAY AND FOR SALE
SATURDAY , OCTOBER 28, 1978

ANTIQUE:

11 :00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

CH I NA; SILVER; CRYSTAL;
CUT GLASS; JEWELRY;
PATTERN GLASS; ORIENTAL CHINA
VICTORIAN FURNITURE;
· PRIMITIVE FURNITURE; CLOCKS;
WATCHES; TURQUOISE;
NOSTALGIA ITEMS; DOLLS
AND TOYS, ETC.

SUNDAY , OCTOBER 29, 1978

11 :00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
FREE PARKING
ADMISSION $2.00

Proceeds to Benefit University's Day Care Centers

everyQn·eis welcome to attend
At::,~,~~\ o r.J It ').,00 W CT i-1
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KARBIN AUTO REPAIR INC.

Changes;
Rearranges
· by Dave Raulli
It was the same man. the
same poet who more than a decade ago warned the world that
the times were most certainly a
changin' . the · same songwriter
w}lo for more than fifteen years
has preached his cynical . indifferent philosophies to a following t hat did not m ind his nasal
voice, his lim ited guitar playing
or his scraggly a ppearance. tha t
on October 17th and 18th brought
a professional mus ic ensemble
to the Chicago Stadium. The
man was Bob Dylan and the
ensemble was not just a rock
and roll bank.
Over the years. Bob Dylan's
style of m usic has remained
fai rly s ta ble. centering around
his lyric ballads. This year.
Dylan Brought some very intricate and intimate music back
into his stage performance. Not
since Dylan had performed with

Robbie Robertson a nd The Bank
has he shown his audience such
an inte rest in his accompaniment rather than his lyrics.
The band this year . including
Dylan. numbered twelve. the
most members Bob has ever
toured with. and is perhaps the
most complicated ensemble he
has eve r put together. With Billy
Cross playing lead guitar Jerry
Scheff plucking bass. and Bobbye Hall pounding percussion.
the rest of the band consisted of
a fifteen year old. fully accomplished violin. mandolin.
guitar player by the name of
David Mansfield. a sax player
with a thick lip, a keyboard
engineer with soft touch and
rhythm , a nd five other accompanists who, through many
toughl y arranged harmonies,
played their hearts out to

On You And ~Me And
The Voice Of The Free
Where The Deer And The
Antelope Play~· ~

Two Buildings - Fast Service
All work Guaranteed
CALL FOR ESTIMATE BEFORE YOU GO ELSEWHERE
Prices include parts and labor

25% OFF ON LABOR WITH THIS AD
Tune-up
plugs, points, condenser, cap, rotor
8 cyl. - $42 .50
6 cyl. - $40.50
4 cyl. - $37.50

Brake Job:
new lining, cut drums, and rotors
Disc: $65.00
Disc Front
Drum Back
Drum : $55 .00
Four Wheel

We service Foreign and Domestic cars

MITCHELL A. KARBIN
6146-48 N. Clark Street
Chicago, IL 60660
PHONE: 973-217 4-75-76

The second article, the Qne entitled " From cliques to jocks to
sexual shocks," was written
with t he intent to grab an eye or
two. Just the mention of the
work " sex" multiplies one's readership- by eight secret
perverts, seven ' sassy seniors
and six geese a goosing. Sudby Duane Cerny
I really should complain.
denly everyone was interested in
I did receive a rather odd what I had to say. Little old me
Since this is the third edition
of my continuing column, I have form of congratulations from an from little old nowhere had said
decided that the time has come associated of mine. but by the the secret word and the duck
for you to become familiar with time I cleaned off his spit from_ had some down to tell me what I
myself . and my journal\stic me shoes, I discovered that my had won. No toaster oven or
ramblings. For those of you who Hush Puppies had come down patio furniture or "pretty colhave followed me from my pre- with a severe attack of hepatitis. ored box where Carol Merril is
miere, the following should add
There were, however. a few standing ;" no, none of that at
a bit of insight into your head, letters of response which fowtd all. Instead, the wrath of God
and if nor insight, then maybe a there way to the PRINT office, descends upon me like the . IRS
dirty thought or two. With me. four or five , I believe, and it was on the Howard Hughes estate
you take what you can get. For nice to know that four or five and I am instantly " conthose of you who are unfamiliar people read my column. Of troversial. ' \ I am opinionatedwith this PRINT space however. course, if I had wanted that prefab ri ca ted- registered-andlet me suggest you begin this much attention - I could have regulated-shake-my-hand-I'mcolumn with a short prayer to stood in the m iddle of the park- congratulated " controversial."
your God. If he or she is busy. ing lot at a quarter to nine in the And all I did was say that most
go one level up and talk to so- morning and screamed political jocks are full of hot air ; the peomeone in the Cashiers office.
obscentities at a thousand ple, th~t is. not the supporters.
If a nyone out there remem- scrambling cars. I considered
bers m y first column ( and by this . but then decided that the
Well . what's past is past the
this point in time I' m not even mortalit y rate of such an action libel laws and we are now here
sure I do ) it dealt with the might take its toll before I even in the present. Or at least most
PERSONAL column and the got to Chavez. Castro. or Little of us a re . So, as previously proweirdness therin . Reaction, as it Orphan Annie. Instead, as you mised. let me now fill you in on
were. was m ixed. Northeastern well know. the PRINT published me and visa versa depending on
is not exactly the hub of con- column one and I am now supthe wind .
troversy and radical thinking, poseq to be content with five letfr om
lo ne ly
but the n of course we do have te r s
No, I do not get paid to do this.
pinball a nd popcorn machines so Northeaste rnites.
The PRINT staff, for the most
part. is a n 1unpaid organization
founded on the principles and
bylaws of the Mickey Mouse
Club. They a re. in t ruth, a group
of highly dedicated individuals
who have yet to recover from
econom ic insanity a nd who reWork part time in your off llours as a salesperson at your
main fait hful to a ll words. inlocal Radio Shac;k Store. We are searching for honest ,
cluding four letter ones. As for
energetic college students eager to earn extra money
myself. I do this solely for your
while gaining valuable business experience . Excellent
entertainment no matter how
working conditions, choice of hours, super company
unentertaining you may find it.
benefits.
Basically, I saw a need for sim.ple levity and I'm about as unlevel as they come. if they come
at all!
And as the world revolves. it's
back to me .
.
· I am a sophomore. an English
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major. and a pseudo-sanctioned
sensualist who sees silliness in
simultaneous scenes of sex,
satire. - and sloppily scripted
soap operas. I enjoy discos,
bars; and anyplace else where
it' s dark_enough to talk dirty and
not be seen. Cheap thrills are an
essential to my character and
characters are essential to the
cheapness of my thrills. I don't
drink or smoke, but have been
known to do both for the sake of
chicness and sickness. I worship
Donna Summers. Bette Midler.
and the macho sound of Village
People, but not necessarily in
that order. (Yes, I'm that type
of crazy who dances around
clothing stores to the piped tunes
of WGCI. Check any Chess King
and there I'll be. l Is there
anything else?
Agh, yes! As to the decisions.
derivations and devastations of
this column. I have decided to
place t hem with you. My meaning? Well , I think it would be
best if you. the junky student
body. determined that which I
discuss here and disgust. In
other words, you tell me what
you' d like to read . I' m ultra

liberal and open to anything
short of orgies in the elevators.
(Is this car going down? )
To beg i n m y r eign i n
fiascodom , simply write to me
in care of the PRINT office and
express yourself in any illegible
manner you choose. I will
personally consume any topic or
idea which I find either interesting or incredibly kinky depending of course on your proposition.
Remember Northeasternites,
this is your paper and if you
don ;t want it, then we' ll gladly
embezal our millions in funding
and abscound to Brazil. But,
don' t let it happen Northeastern.
I do not relish the idea of spending the rest of my days with
terminal dysentery and a dollar
ninety-two in a Swiss bank account.
Authors note : " In the Twentieth
Century" is an assorted collection of thoughts and phrases that
are totally ir relavent to the
wages of history. If you would
rather read about the ser ious
side of world reality. may I suggest the National Enquirer of
the Masochists Monthly.

Educational Ch..
Call Dap Ev1nln11 I WttUNI

SPRING, SUMMER
FALL INTENSIVES
COURSES STAnTING
THI S MONTH: ·
GMAT, VAT, SAT
GRE, OCAT,
I NTENSIVE MCAT
LSAT
NEXT MONTH:
GRE, LSAT, SAT

6216 N, Clark

Chicago, Ill 6066
(312 )764-5151

For lnrormation About Other Centers
In Major US Cilits & Abroad

Outside NY State
CALL TOLL fRU : I00-22>•1 712
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Stampedes! Jane -Fonda!
Private Eyes! And Skateboards .

• •

b• Dan Peanop
REVOLUTIONARY , re-covers circa 1945. World War II is com- soldier is badly hurt. James
ing to a close. buf with few ex- Caan, in this role, recovers and
much of the same territory that
is the basis of this current ceptions . it' s hard to tell throws in with Fonda to survive
sometimes comic. sometimes whether the war that is talked and wait out his time for the
serious' mystery movie. The about couldn't have been the proper revenge.
COMES A' HORSEMAN is
transitions between the various Spanish-American or even the
American Civil War .
billed as an action-romance. but
reasons for having an arm in a
The cattle barons who set up it is not in the tradition of the
· cast to the discovery of the body
of a once very vital human being their kingdoms and the cowboys shoot-em-up Western. Even
are handled in a much more ac- who work them find little has though the vistas of Montana
· ceptable manner than the use of changed in their way of life in were shot in Colorado and
the comic and tragic in the past one hundred years. The Arizona. there is an authenticity
HEROES. He is no longer gun still does the majority of the to the day-to-day labor that goes
persuading once the polite talk
into the working of a cattle
sandbagging his audiences.
. The film is fresh, funny and has precluded all other _solutions . ranch . It features strong
· performances from all involved.
filled with both nostalgia and to a roblem.
pain for a generation of activist
who have sold out to become insurance_salesman. ad executives
and private detectives. As one
character in the film remarks to
Moses Wine, " Do you know why
revolutionaries don't last in this •
country? It's like being a
spoilsport at an orgy."
The business of being a
private detective involves telling
and being told lies while deciphering the truth of the matter. Believe me when I say that
THE BIG FIX expresses the
finer points of filmmaking. It reminds us of our past mistakes.
points out some of our current
behavior while never stopping to
worry if the audience was still
· being entertained. Thanks to a
truly talented group effort. it Jason Robards is determined to keep his cattlekingdom intact and
wear old frontier duels, in l!MS, regardle~ of what anyone says.
most certainly -was.
Richard Dreyfuss plays his cards right in "The Big Fix."
Jason Robards plays an aging · A special mention should be
Richard Dreyfuss has found
aders of Rolling Stone Magazine Wine just as Simon has im-· the one Wine to go with ever- cattleking · who is threatened by noted by the performance of
oil companies and a fiercely in- Richard Farnsworth as the agby Roger L. Simon. He has ap.. prove!,i his basic story in the ything.
ing ranch hand on the Fonda
translation
to
film
.
peared in two contemporary deWhile THE BIG FIX updates dependent rancher. Jane Fonda
Jeremy Paul Kagan. the direc- the hard-boiled detective novels has the part of the strongwilled spread. A professional stuntman
tective novels set in Los Angeles
(" The Big Fix" and " Wild tor of HEROES and a tv-inovie of · Raymond Chandler and woman who is carrying on her and rodeo rider in his fi rst maTurkey'' l and soon will be KATHERINE. PORTRA~T OF A Dashiell Hammett, Alan J . fathe r's ranch with the help of jor role, he has appeared in
small parts in pri ma r ily
featured in " Peking Duck" in
Westerns for many years.
which Moses Wine journeys to
I'm sure there will be some
the Peoples' Republic of China.
people who will say once you' ve
Richard.Dreyfuss saw a great
. seen one cow roped and tied
deal_of potential in the character
you' ve seen enough. COMES A
of Moses Wine and decided he'd
HORSEMAN shows considerably
like to make a movie based on
more than one of those critters
Simon's novel that introduced
that ends up between two
the role . To be sure the results
seseme seed buns at McDonald's
were what he wanted. Dreyfuss
being chased through field and
handpicked the people to do this
fo res t . la s so e d. tied and
film in his position as cobranded.
producer.
That there is a heck of a lot of
TH_E BIG FIX was adapted by
hard work involved in raising.
Roger L. Simon . whose
cattle is just one of the side isscreenplay updates the original
sues in this film directed · by
story. a fictional account of a
Alan J . Pakula, his first since
Democratic presidential
ALL THE PRESIDENT'S MEN.
primary in Californi~. circa
The standard themes of indepen1972. Six years later the race is
dence. pride and the resentment
for governor and Wine is hired
of progress are all examined
by the ·campaign representing
along with the frontier eating
"California's answer to Melba
habits of those who live alone.
Toast" to locate a former reJane Fonda and James Caan witness the arrival of progress to their Montana ranch in "Comes a
The strength of the movie lays
volutionary who appears to be at
Horseman."
in its performances and its
the center of political blackmail.
Pakula examines another tradi- one cr~fty old coot and two dogs. scenery. COMES A HORSEMAN
Out of financial necessity she rides over familiar ground adtional American genre ; the ·
sells some of her land to a re- ding little to what others have
Western.
COMES A HORSEMAN is set turning soldier and his buddy. done with the Western film
against the sweeping plains and The buddy is killed off on the or- before but doing it well. nonethemajestic mountains of Montana. ders of the cattlebaron and the less .
Remember the sixties? Moses
Wine does. No longer the enthusiastic campus radical from
Berkeley, he's abandoned his
law school career to become a
cynical private semi-broke ,
semi-hip investigator who often
brings his two young sons from
his former marriage along on
stakeouts. 1llat accounts for the
crayons in the barrel of his
pistol·.
Wine was created for the re-

The infusion of Riehard
Dreyfuss into the role has added
the same kind of quick-witted
cute that won him his Oscar for
THE GOODBYE GIRL. There
weren' t that many laughs in the
book that won Simon several
awards from mystery writer's
societies on both sides of the
Atlantic. But there shouldn't be
too many complaints since. if
anything. Dreyfuss has improved the character of Moses

Dylan's Faces
. (Continued from page 8)

Chicago if ever they played with
heart.
At times the music seemed
classical, with focus being on the
uncommon rhythm patterns that
Dylan has recently been employing in his music. Even the old
and oldest songs that Bob and
his band performed were done
with a completely new arrangement and totally different tone
color. This was es~i.ally ap..

parent in songs like, "Mr. Tamborine Man" . " The Times They
Are a Changin". and "BlQwin' in
the Wind."
Dylan even took some songs
and mixed their choruses
together. What was amazingly
impressive was where he mixed
the classic lead lick rhythm of "Lay Lady, Lay" into the chorus
of another one of his immortal
songs, "I Shall Be Released." It

came off superlatively and the what Dylan has done is matured
audience hardly knew how to re- his music and his one and only.
act. The songwriter rearranged although once very crude, style.
all of his songs. in fact. and what It is a maturity that will do ttim
was presented was qhat is now worlds of good and one that
being rumored around town as should open even more ml.L5ical
the " new" Bob Dylan.
outlets for him.
The music is not new. and
No matter hovy many musineither is Dylan, but it is cer- cians he performs with, no mattainly changed; hardcore ter how much or how little work
Dylan fans say for the worse. I he puts into the rearrangement
think for the better. because · of old or new material. and no

matter how wise or elderly he
may become. Bob Dylan's ·unique brand of music will always
be recognized. and recognized
with high admiration and
respect. His voice will always be
easily enough to discern from
any others. and his lyrics.
philosophies. and emotional .
messages will -for many generations to come . speak for
themselves.
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lree classiiieds '
Dear Lee. Fran and Nancy.
I am sincerely looking forward
to Homecoming on Nov. 4. Be
sure to load up on beer. A FINE
time is guaranteed for all.
Your big brother Dave

For
.Sale
FOR SALE: 67 Chevy Bel Air.
Runs . needs work. asking $150.
Call after 6 p.m . 685-6508.

•••

FOR SALE : Young. healthy
Peach-faced Lovebirds . $15
each. Regularly sold for $50
each. Population explosion Cannot handle the surplus .
Phone RO3-7647 .

•••

•••

Dear Edie.
. I don NOT want to be adopted
by You'!
Dave D.

...

Linda S.C .ttt. SNIFF! .
Hi Hi and happy to have you
hear-hear-hear. Isn't it amazing
('Shazam ! ! ) how much more you
can get into a L.t.t.E. than a
personal? More next week if the
Grand Supreme GracioU5 Editor
is merciful. or at least nice.
Harpo·. L .H . R .O .C . K . and
F.T.K.O.F .
P .S. ' Lodere to the Oral lnterp.
Lit class and Mrs. W. is hereby
( I love that word l designated as
Queen of the Cls . Bldg. Long
may she rain! !·

FOR SALE! AMC GREMLIN.
256H.P .. 1977. Wide oval tires.
mag covers. power steering.
2,700 miles on odometer. Power
disc bra kes. J ean material seats
by Levi. white with blue racing
stripes . no dents from bwnper
guards if wanted . rear bwnper
guards on car. Asking $3.200. if
Interested call Ms . Wheeler
549-7922 Days and after 10 p.m .
487-7157 nights and weekends . Mike.
Good running condition. UNI Have you \ocked yourself out of
sticker on car fo r 1978.
· your car lately? Any new dance
***
steps?
FOR SALE : 1970 Maverick. 2Lwtt Avenue Beach
door. 6 cyl. , auto. trans. radio.
fleW ti res. Rebuilt engine. Best
Tom.
offer! Ron 278-7596.
You' re " t he nicest pool player
***
I' ve ever met .
M
FOR SALE By owner. 2 bdrm.

...

...

CGndo - New, Lo. Maint. SS,UOO,
5300 N. 8700 W. Chicago, m-7871

•••

FOR RENT : 5 room basement
apt. Near Darnen and Foster.
Also Garage space available. If
interested call Margaret ,at
878-1915 after 5 p.m.

•••

Pers_
onals
Jerry.
How many friends are you bringing skiing on the Dec. 15-17
trip?
Chris
P .S. I think I'll be able to get off
work that weekend. so I might
be able to go skiing.

•••

Johnny H.O ..
Your sensual rhythm drives me
wild with passion.
the one you call Cutie

•••

Greg,
The answer is " for Karen's

sake."
G-L
Jan
To Andy' s Disco Car,
There is talk going around of the
car being bugged. Is this true or
are you just getting ready for
Halloween??
HOT CHILD IN THE CITY

•••

~

Happy halloween to a ,d.1.b,e p.r. j. t. r. r. a. b.c ,d , e,f ,g , h , i.j,k.1 .m ,n.o,p,q.r ,s.t.u,v,w,x,y.z. I
am sorry if I have failed to mantion someone!!
White Witch

•••

Miss Innocent.
I know dancing is your bag, so
don't forget to shake your
###!!!!
LIL' SIS

•••

To Colt "35,"
Love don't live here anymore.
"Rumor has it. .. "

•••

Hey! Disco Lady is getting tired
to the amatuers and is looking
for a REAL disco man to hold
her hands! If you've got it. let
me know .
D.L.

•••

Neil Feinglass,
First Impressions are misleading.
Belly Dancer's daughter

...

Tine.

Happy Belated Birthday!
Vicky. Audrey
***
Audrey.
We hope you have the happiest
Brithday ever!
Love.
Cynthia. Tina & Vicky

•••

Tammie,
You have to stay out of the hay
or you will develop a serioU5 allergy to it!
GUESS WHO???

...

Jim .
Too bad things turned out the
way they did. But I still think we
can be friends. don't you?·
Friday

•••

Dear: L.K.,
Still daydreaming in class?
Signed,
Crash

•••

Blue Gremlin.
Thanks for the ride in the
elevator. I really got a rise ~ut
of it!!!
J .W.P .B. Jr.

•••

" One Extreme ... "
Your Polish Ham is succulent.
bl!t watch out or it will be Baked
Ham on Nov . 25! !
J.W.P .B. Jr.

•••

To my personal viper pilot :
That five year charter flight
sounds good. Think of me as
your pe rsonal force field-a lways
surrounded by my love .
Hopefully someday ...

***

Dear Bard and Aivars.
Congratulations to the best couple we know. We'wish you lots of
love and happiness in your
future years together !~
Love.
ABO and DANO

Battlestar Galactica Crew.
R2-D2 said it best: Commo Cozzi

FOR SALE

***

***

...

...

•••

MACHO DEAN :
You' re S(){)()()(X)()Vain!
???????????
. ..... . ... .

...

•••

•••

on

being

Disco Nick
( Lane 7-Shurz 6)

....

D.K. and C.H.. ·
Thanks for the personal last
week!
Nicholas
Lightbulb in the purse.
Missed your act last week, but
will catch you this weekend for
sure!
Upbeat

•••

Cutie Judy and Lucy & all
PEAKS.
Can't wait for those T-shirts!
Crazy on the way home •

•••

***

GROUP GROURHappy Halloween
Princess 1
***

King Grour Cook- ·
Can we ever expose our hand
shaking affari ! ! Sorry I fell
asleep F r iday . Tahanks fo r
keeping me warm
***

Dear Queen Grour Cook.
Sor ry I rang you chimes at one
in t h e morning. So r ry I
screamed in your living room at
one in the morning but KnightNight would't keep his hands to
himself.
Princess No . 1

...

Royal Accountant Cook
If you are giving away free
crackers ... Send one my way.
Princess No. 1
Knight

"3/s "

Elaine:
•••
Hi. how' s school? How's work? ' Here. there, and Everywhefe.
Also. you never answered my I can never find youquestion - Do librarians ·have
Third Feet
more fun?
. the nut that sat next to you Nanu Nanu .
in Dr. Hammond's history class Our silver colonial viper ships
P.S. Congratulations graduate!
has traveled under supervision
•••
of a great co-pilot. We must
LSA pledges.
however be aware of Boltar and
Good luck with pledging!
his questionable. We must learn
an expledge to divert the Cyclons forever!!
•••
Battlestar Galactica
Ottis,
•••
Good luck with your mid-temis you' re going to need it! Well,
you can always bride ttie Jimmy.
teachers but with our grades You see we can get along and be
we'd have to rob a Brink's truck friends . Thanks for the eggrolls
and everything else. DK
first.
an purple elp
•••
Jimmy.
Meg,
You see we can get along and be
Ruoy Lufituaeb! ! ! Yadeno I - friends . Thanks for everything
else . Keep smiling and retsum ees ruoy seot.
Sruoy. member what friends fare for.
Evol, FA
Here, There and Everywhere
,

Dear Cat Lovers,
Wouldn't you like a warm, fluffy
kitten to keep you company?
FREE!! Call Celeste 631-2ffit:

•••

. ...

Golden Bear. LA LA LA.
Are the ·' personals" fro friends
or are friends for "personals?
OH (said with a sigh) life is so
complicated.
Jazz Dancer

Maria .
I'm beginning to know and love
the south side.
A North Sider

•••

•••

I guarantee that if you continue
to eat breakfast with me every
morning, you will soon discover
all the fun and pleausre of the
season soon to be upon U5 WINTER!!!

...

...

Peter,
1bank you for hmch on Monday.
Next time I have money it's my
tum.
Turkey Sandwich

•••

Quags.
Congratulations
elected!!

•••

To the Blond Cutie who sits in
the cafe behind the cigarette
machine around noon every day
and wears flannel shirts over
turtle neck sweaters . I' ve got
my eyes on you! 1
Disco Lady
***
Portland Playboy.
Time has not made me forget. It
has m ade me cherish .
Viking Roots

ually provocative t-shirts? Still
it was nice seeing you again and
the t-shirt makes me wonder
how dandy is it?
THE LAST RO,E

RED LION.

Who' s the cutest. sexiest bus
driver at UNI? Schwartzerini
wins the prize!

...

Monica,
Which ski trip are you going on?
There are 3 trips offered - Nov.
24-26 to Michigan, Dec. l!>-17 to
Michigan, and the other one is
Dec. 8 to Alpine.
SILL VER TOY
P .S. I heard the trips are going
fast. Did you contact Chris yet?

Do you always wear such sex-

Dear Bea and Maria.
Love ya always! ·
Better late than never

Head of the World .
•••
I. Lord Harpo. Lord High Ruler
Miss "Opedius"
• (or metric stick) of Closbigh
Your Dangling!!
Kingdom and Temporary King
J .W.P .B. Jr. of FARGONIA (bam•••
dadatatadaa! ! l do hereby
PJ's Gang.
(whereby?) ($5 word) bequeath
It was great fonduing with you unto you (oh ... thereby) all land
all. thanks again J .P.'
originally belonging to (emJ.W.P.B. Jr. bracable )you. Glad (bags) to
•••
know of your presence (under
Fellow Crayolas.
the tree) on this wunnerful camCan we color together tonight !!
pus .
Yellow
Harpo. etc.

TYPISTS WANTED ~ part time . . Tine.
45-S(f WPM, 8-12, M-F. 7~1200. Your love is as beautiful as you
are. Happy Anniversary.
ask for ~organ.
Danny
•••
Marty-Honey,
All the g1Tls love you. but don't
forget who loves you most!
Affectionately.
An incurable sentimalist

Daydreamers are some of the
most intelligent. good-looking
people I know!

•••

CommoCozzi " l."
What kind of costwne will you
weatr to the party tonight? A
birth suit perhaps??
Commo Cozzi .. 2"

•••
Dear Fargonia Forever :
I thank you for your memo of
the 12th with all the " Farg that
an "onian" can "Fo~ver."
You're a flash of class· in the
way of say and I hope to one day
gloss your glitter again and
again. Until next Friday. I re. main .. .
I
DeeCee Century

.

•••

Knight-Night Cook.
Mother told me I'd meet a man
like you someday. I thought she
was trying to scare me.
Love

•••

Princess No . 1

Short order Cook.
Glad things are cooking between
you and Knight-Night. For
awhile there I thought I melled
something burning in the
kitchen.
Love
Princess No. 1

•••

Princess No. 2.
You are the best laughing
partner I've every had. Anyone
for seeing "The Deep' . I'm having a hard time having that picture made into poster size. NO
MATTER
WHICH
WAYTHEYTURN THE PAPER
THEY CAN' FIT- THEM ALL
IN.
'
Princess No . 1

•••

Ann.
What's your royal name?
Princess No. 1

....

Carrie.
I could tell that you were mad
about my fOmment that S.R.,
wotdd't fit in. SORRY
Gail
Orville Redenbacher.
You made t~ best gourmet popcorn at Northeastern Popcorn
Week.
Love .
Gail and Carrie

Dear Freck and Space Cadet.
You two are wild and crazy. All
•••
I can say is that I'm sorry I got
angry. But we were ALL worDearBobM ..
ried.
Love What have r done to deserve
Your big Sister such attention?

•••

•••
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The Art
Of TaUgating
Golden Quail Co-winner Rafe Rivera breaks into the clear.

Walk up to people on the street ·
and ask them, "What is tailgating? " The conventional response
will be , " Driving too close to
another vehicle. "
Now go to one of the many college · campuses. where great
minds are at work . Nine times
out of ten you will get a different
answer.
The correct answer to this relatively easy question is that
" tailgating" is an art. And
although its orgin is unknown. it
is practiced on college campuses
all across the country before football games.
No. it is not warm-up exercises or the coin flip ; it is the
parking of your car in the parking lot before the gamrDaffy. you say: maybe. but
that's what its all about. The ·
ideea is that you park your car
in the same area with all of your
friends . You arrive at the game

about an hour and a half before
kickoff . Then you park your car
and open your trunk. Inside your
trunk should be a variety of
munchies and spirits. If it is
done well. there will be many of .
these small parties going on
before the game. Then about fifteen minutes before kickoff. yc;m
pack up your empties. close
your trunk and go into the game.
This a very elaborate process
at some schools. For instance at
Notre Dame. it is like going to a
banquet. The sam~ people.
mostly alumni. have been
tailgating together for years.
When you walk by their cars.
you will see tables set up. barbeques cooking. and people just
generally socializing. It is really
a great experience and a lot of
fun .
The Varsity football team has
their final home game this
Saturday . Coincidently. UNI

will be playing Milton for the 11lini-Badger Conference championship. The game is to be
played at Loyola Academy
which is in Wilmette. It is right
off the Edens Expressway at
Lake Ave. Game time is 1:30.
What I am leading to is this :
The FIRST Northeastern Illinois
University Tailgating Party. The
festivities should begin about
11 : 00 in the parking lot by_the
school. Just look for my yellow
Pontiac Astre and BYOB.
My picks :
Last week I was 5-9 with all of
those upsets. I am 67-45 for the
year.
This week : Dallas over Minnesota by 6; Bears over Detroit
by 7 ; Cleveland' o"ver Buffalo by
5; Houston over Cincinnati~ by
15 ; Pittsburgh over Kansas City
by 11 ; Philadelphia over St.
Louis by 12 ; Washington over
San Francisco by 14 ;. N.Y.

l

THE GOL DEN QUAI L
Giants over New Orleans by 6;
Tampa Bay over -Green Bay by AW ARD this week has co3; Miami over Baltimore by 17 ; winners. Bob Gloppe had 5
Denver by 1 over Seattle ; ,receptions for 108 yards and 3
Oakland by 3 over San Diego : touchdowns. Also Rafe Rivera
New England over N.Y. Jets by had 58 yards on 14 carries. His
3: Los Angeles by 6 over runntng was very instrumental
1n three of the Eagles scores.
Atlanta.

commentary

l

Why Are We
A Winner?
Art Thompson comes up to make a tackle.

by John Stepal
What prompted me to write
this story was seeing Mike
Rogers, a linebacker on the football team, with his arm in a sling. Although learning it was
just a hyperextended elbow. the
effect upon a person who follows
the team is clear. ,
To be sure. the talent on the
football team is not what you'd
call overwhelming. An excellent
quarterback, a pair of gifted receivers, and a defense that
bends but not usually breaks are

the Eagles' only real ~ts.
Yet, here they are. one day
before the game which will determine whether or not they can
repea~ as conference champions.
In probably every game except the contest with Concordia.
the Eagles have been outmanned in terms of ability. They
have struggled at times. playing
some good nonconference competition such as Grand Valley
State and St. Joseph's. But the
record says three and four. and
sometimes you wonder how it ,

can be even that high.
The running backs are maybe
a little better than average. Certainly none can compare -.vith
the running attack which UNI
possessed last year. The lines. at
one point thought to be a team
strength. have been nampered
by injuries throughout the year.
Come to think of it, maybe decimated would be ~a better word.
At one point or another this
season. Ken Galinski . Ed
Stefanowicz, and others have
been hurt with various ailments.

After losing players such as
Jim Laduzinsky. Jim D' Antonio.
John Laurie. and John Downers.
the Eagles have very little reason to be competitive. Because
of players such as Art
Thompson. George Triantafillo.
Scott Sinclair and Rogers. the
Eagles are.
What it is. I guess. is an example of the heart this team has.
Having very little scholarships
until this year. (the number is
still lacking) . the team performs

with a motivation it has no reason to have. And certainly the
administration here has not
hel~d any. With the facilities
UNI has. it is a wonder the
Eagles are competitive at all.
After four years at this school.
it is extremely rare to find
anything. athletic or not. with ·as
much spirit as our football team .'
And that's the reason you
should be at Loyola at 1:30
Saturday to see them defeat
Milton.

The Rollercoaster Volleyball T~am
by Dick Quagliano
What do The Chicago Loop,
The Houston Cyclone, The Tum0 f - The - Century. and
Northeastern' s Women's
volleyball team have in common?
They are all roller coaster
rides .
The women's volleyball team
has been up and down all
season. After losing 7 out of
their first 8 the volleyball team
went on to win 8 in a row including their first tournament victory in 3 years.
The team had another down
term as their record dropped to
10-15-3. Coach Sandy Novak said,
" The team was playing well losing to tough teams such as Circle 17-15. In other words we

were playing j~t well enough to
lose."
But just J ike a rollercoaster.
the team is on an upward swing.
winning their last five matches
in a row . This also included a
second tournament win. this one
at Lake Forest ..
The team has personnel problems. "We only have seven
girls on the team," said Novak.
The main reason for this is the
inji.i'ry to setter Kathy Hamada.
Kathy tore ligaments in her foot
in the match against Circle. She
could be back if the Eagles
make the State Tournament.
This could be a problem for
the Eagles. "Fifteen teams have
signed up in the State Tournament, but they only invite
twelve," said Novak.

Of those teams. UNI has lost
to five , not played four, and de-

feated three. By these numbers
UNI should be invited. but they
may not. Of those three, one is
Eastern Illinois. But Eastern is
the host school. and host schools
are always invited.

This could leave the Eagles
out in the cold. Novak said, "We
won't find out if we are invited
until the first week in November. but I am confident that
we will be there."
This will be a true statement

Would
you
hire
you?

only if the women Eagles can
stay injury-free and stay on the
upward swing of the
rollercoaster.
The team plays their next and
final home match next Wednesday night against IBC. Game
time is 7:30.

Of course you would.
You work hard. And you're good
at it. Like most Americans.
But, if all of us did just a
little better, we'd wind
up with better products, better
services and even more ·
pride in the work we do.

America. It only works
as well as we do. .
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Eagles Comeback
Falls Short
Quarterback Charlie Bliss drops back to pass.

by Dick Quagliano

If you were not at Saturday' s
football game or you left early
you missed one hell of a game.
The Golden Eagles. playing a
big. quick. Cardinal team from
Saginaw Valley. almost staged
the comeback of the year.
before bowing 37-28.
Playing their first home game
of the season. the Eagles almost
fell behind on the very first play
of the game. Only a touchdown
saving tackle by kicker Pat
Shine prevented the Cardinals
from jumping out to an early
lead. This breakdown of the
special teams of UNI on the first
play of the game was quite
ominous .
The Cardinals opened the scoring early in the first quarter
following a poor Eagle punt that
went out of bounds on the UNI
32. Eight plays later Sagina_w
Valley scored on a two yard
plunge . The added conversion
made the score 7--0.
, Persistence by the Cardinals
paid off as they took a 14--0
lead. Twice the Cardinals were
inside the five only to be pushed
back because of penalties. On
the 12th play of the drive,
Saginaw threw a swing pass that
went for 32 yards and a
touchdown.
An interception by Art
'Ibompson set up' the Eagles
first score. A pass to Ray
Meinsen for 12 and a run by
Rafe Rivera for 17 gave the
Eagles first down on the
Cardinal 43. This is when
Charlie Bliss hit Meinsen on a 43
yard bomb for the touchdown.
But a bad snap on the conversion made the score 14-6
Cardinals.
The Eagles started another
drive following another interception. this one by Scott Hum. phries. The Eagles were now
ractng the clock as the first half
came to a close. Running plays
by Rafe Rivera and passsing by
Bliss gave the Eagles first and
goal from . the 8. The Eagles

were able to move the ball down
to the four . On fourth and goal
from the four with 20 seconds remaining the Eagles elected to go'
for a field goal. Shine's kick was
good and the Eagles went into
the locker room trailing 14-9 at
the half. When asked why they
went for a field goal coach Lanno stated. " We wanted the sure
points before the half. with these
points we hoped to gain momentum.
It was apparent that the
Eagles had momentum when
they took the field to start the
second half. But it was a fired
up Cardinal defense that stopped
the Eagles on third and short
forcing a punt. The punt. into
the wind was short and the
Cardinals took over on their own
42. Eight plays later Saginaw
Valley scored 011 a nine yard run
and increased their lead to 21-9.
This was the Cardinals first of
four scores that covered a
period of only five minutes.
The Cardinals made it 28-9
when a Bliss punt was once
again short . A Cardinal lineman
fielded the short punt on the UNI
32 and raced untouched into the
end zone . This was the first of
three breakdowns on the special·
teams. breakdowns that would
eventuallycause that Eagle defeat.
On their next offensive series
the Eagles were forced to punt.
Once again a breakdown led to a
Cardinal score.
Bliss' s punt this time was
blocked and the ball rolled out of
the end zone for a safety. On
the following free kick the
Cardinals added insult to injury
by returning the kickoff for a
touchdown. This made the score
37-9 Cardinals with that five
minute 23 point outburst.
Most teams would just fold
and " wait until next week" but
not this team . The Eagles fought
back with the spirit of " Rocky."
Bliss went to the air and found
Meinsen. His reception brought

the ball inside the Saginaw 10.
On the next play Bliss hit Bob

Gloppe for the touchdown. A two
point conversion failed and the
score was 37-15.
A blitz by linebacker Scott
Sinclair forced an errant pass
and Bill O' Halloran picked it
off. On second down Bliss found
Gloppe on a 33 yard scoring
play. The run for two points
failed and the score was 37-21.
Tony Dina crashed through
the startled Saginaw Valley line
and hit the quarterback. causing
a fumble that Steve Catano fell
on. On the very first play of the
fourth quarter, with the wind at
his back. Bliss connected with
Gloppe for a 55 yard touchdown.
It was Gloppe's third T.D. and
Bliss's fourth T.D. pass. With
14 :54 remaining in the game the
Golden Eagles had closed the
... he finds wide receiver Ray Meinsen ...
margin to 37-28.
Northeastern got one more
break. when Ed Miklasz intercepted a pass. But two plays
later Bliss threw ·his only interception of the day. UNI got
the ball back one more time but
penaltie§ and sacks finished th(,
valiant Eagle comeback.
Said Lanno after the game.
" The team showed how great it
really is by fighting back the
way they did. We got a few key
injuries during the game that
hurt us."
The injury that hurt the
Eagles the most was the. pulled
hamstring by wide receiver Ray
Meinsen . This took away UNI's
tandem deep threat. With
Meinsen on the sideline.
Saginaw Valley was able to double team Bob Gloppe.
The Eagles' next game is
against Milton. This game will
be for the ILLINI-Badger Conference championship, An Eagle _.
victory would give them their
second straight conference
championship. The game is at Loyola Academy. Expressway
and Lake Ave .. Wilmette. Game
time is 1:30. Tailgate party is
12 :00 in the parking lot adjacent
... Touchdown Eagles! !photos by Dean Paufand Dave Doebler)
to the field.
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Linebacker Bill O' Halloran on a sack. (photo by Dave Doebler)
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LOYOLA ACADEMY
EDENS EXPRESSWAY AT LAKE AVE.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS
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